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(54) DISPLAY APPARATUS

(57) A display apparatus may include a display unit
that includes a bottom chassis made of metal, a metal
stand to support the display unit, a fixing bracket that is
fixed to the bottom chassis and the stand, and an insu-
lating member that electrically separates the fixing brack-
et and the bottom chassis. Because the fixing bracket

and the bottom chassis are electrically separated from
each other via the insulating member, electromagnetic
noise that is generated in the bottom chassis may be
prevented from being transmitted to the stand despite
the stand being mounted on the fixing bracket.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field

[0001] Apparatuses consistent with example embodi-
ments relate to a display apparatus having a display unit
and a stand supporting the display unit.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] A display apparatus, such as a television (TV),
a monitor, and/or the like, is an apparatus that receives
an image signal to provide, for display, via a screen. Dis-
play apparatuses may include a display unit that is con-
figured to display information via a screen, and a stand
that is configured to support the display unit. Display ap-
paratuses have been developed in such a way that the
display apparatuses include large display units and
stands having a slim appearance. As such, display ap-
paratuses tend to use stands made of a metal material
to permit support of large display units.

SUMMARY

[0003] Therefore, it is an aspect of the present disclo-
sure to provide a display apparatus capable of electrically
separating a bottom chassis formed of a metal material,
from a stand formed of a metal material.
[0004] According to an aspect of an example embod-
iment, there is provide a display apparatus including: a
display unit; and a stand that is formed of a first metal
material and configured to support the display unit,
wherein the display unit includes a bottom chassis that
is formed of a second metal material, a fixing bracket that
is fixed to the bottom chassis via a bolt and fixed to the
stand, and an insulating member that is configured to
electrically separate the bottom chassis from the fixing
bracket, wherein the fixing bracket includes a stand fixing
portion that is fixed to the stand, a bottom fixing portion
that is fixed to the bottom chassis via the bolt, and a
bracket through hole that is provided in the bottom fixing
portion and receives a fastening portion of the bolt, and
wherein the insulating member includes a rear cover por-
tion that is configured to cover a rear surface of the bottom
fixing portion, a front cover portion that is configured to
cover a front surface of the bottom fixing portion, a rear
through hole that is provided in the rear cover portion to
correspond to the bracket through hole, a front through
hole that is provided in the front cover portion to corre-
spond to the bracket through hole, and a hole cover por-
tion that is disposed inside of the bracket through hole.
[0005] The hole cover portion may extend from the rear
cover portion to an inside of the bracket through hole.
[0006] The hole cover portion may extend from the
front cover portion to an inside of the bracket through
hole.

[0007] A head portion of the bolt may be supported by
the bracket through hole, and the fastening portion of the
bolt may include male threads and may be spaced apart
from an inner surface of the bracket through hole, and
the bottom chassis may include a fastening hole that is
provided with female threads to permit the male threads
of the fastening portion of the bolt to be coupled to the
fastening hole.
[0008] The insulating member may further include a
connecting portion that is configured to connect the front
cover portion to the rear cover portion.
[0009] The stand fixing portion may include the bottom
fixing portion that is disposed at a first end of the stand
fixing portion, and another bottom fixing portion that is
disposed at a second end of the stand fixing portion, and
the insulating member may be fixed to the bottom fixing
portion, and another insulating member may be fixed to
the other bottom fixing portion.
[0010] The stand fixing portion may protrude from a
rear side of the fixing bracket and may be spaced apart
from a rear surface of the bottom chassis.
[0011] The stand may include a leg portion that is con-
figured to support the display apparatus on a surface, a
neck portion that extends from a center of the leg portion
to a fixing plate of the stand, and the fixing plate that is
provided in an upper end of the neck portion and is con-
figured to be fixed to the stand fixing portion of the bottom
chassis, and the leg portion, the neck portion, and the
fixing plate may be formed of the second metal material.
[0012] The stand may include a neck cover that is
formed of a resin material and configured to cover a neck
portion of the stand.
[0013] The rear cover portion of the insulating member
may be separate from the front cover portion of the insu-
lating member.
[0014] According to an aspect of another example em-
bodiment, there is provided display apparatus including:
a display unit; and a stand that is formed of a first metal
material and configured to support the display unit,
wherein the display unit includes a bottom chassis that
is formed of a second metal material, a fixing bracket that
is fixed to the bottom chassis via a coupling member and
fixed to the stand, and an insulating member that is con-
figured to electrically separate the bottom chassis from
the fixing bracket, wherein the fixing bracket includes a
bracket through hole that receives the coupling member,
and wherein the insulating member includes a rear cover
portion that is configured to insulate the fixing bracket
from the coupling member, a front cover portion that is
configured to insulate the fixing bracket from the bottom
chassis, and a hole cover portion that extends to an inside
of the bracket through hole to insulate the coupling mem-
ber from an inner surface of the bracket through hole.
[0015] The insulating member may further include a
connecting portion that is configured to connect the rear
cover portion to the front cover portion.
[0016] The hole cover portion may extend from the rear
cover portion to the inside of the bracket through hole.
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[0017] The hole cover portion may extend from the
front cover portion to the inside of the bracket through
hole.
[0018] The hole cover portion may be separate from
the front cover portion of the insulating member and the
rear cover portion of the insulating member and may be
fitted on the coupling member.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] The above and/or other aspects will become
apparent and more readily appreciated from the following
description of example embodiments, taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings of which:

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of a display appa-
ratus according to an example embodiment;

FIG. 2 is a rear perspective view of the display ap-
paratus according to an example embodiment;

FIG. 3 is a rear exploded perspective view of the
display apparatus according to an example embod-
iment;

FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view of a fixing
bracket of the display apparatus according to an ex-
ample embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the fixing bracket of
the display apparatus according to an example em-
bodiment;

FIG. 6 is an exploded perspective view of an insu-
lating member of the display apparatus according to
an example embodiment;

FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view of the insulating
member of the display apparatus according to an
example embodiment;

FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view of the fixing bracket
and the insulating member of the display apparatus
according to an example embodiment; and

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a stand of the display
apparatus according to an example embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] Embodiments described herein and shown in
the drawings are merely examples that may be modified
in various different ways.
[0021] In addition, the same reference numerals or
signs shown in the drawings indicate elements or com-
ponents that may perform substantially the same func-
tion.
[0022] Also, the terms used herein are used to describe

example embodiments and are not intended to limit or
restrict the present disclosure. The singular forms of
terms designated by "a," "an," and "the" are intended to
include the plural forms of the terms as well, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise. In the present disclo-
sure, the terms "including," "having," and/or the like are
used to specify features, numbers, steps, operations, el-
ements, components, and/or combinations thereof, but
do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more
of the features, elements, steps, operations, elements,
components, and/or combinations thereof.
[0023] It should be understood that the terms "first,"
"second," "third," etc. may be used herein to describe
various elements, but the various elements are not lim-
ited by these terms. These terms may be used to distin-
guish an element from another element. Additionally, a
first element may be termed as a second element, and
a second element may be termed as a first element.
[0024] The term "and/or" includes a set of combina-
tions of relevant items or any particular item of a set of
relevant items.
[0025] Example embodiments will be described in
more detail below with reference to the accompanying
drawings
[0026] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, and according to
an example embodiment, a display apparatus includes
a display unit 10 that is configured to provide information,
for display, via a screen, and a stand 20 that is configured
to support the display unit 10.
[0027] As shown in FIG. 3, the display unit 10 includes
a display panel 11 that is configured to provide informa-
tion for display, a backlight 12 that is configured to supply
light to the display panel 11, and optical sheets 13A and
13B that are disposed between the display panel 11 and
the backlight 12 to improve the optical characteristics of
light that is supplied from the backlight 12.
[0028] The display unit 10 includes a frame case 15
that is configured to support the outer side of the display
panel 11, a bottom chassis 14 that is configured to ac-
commodate and support the backlight 12, and a rear case
16 that is configured to cover the rear side of the bottom
chassis 14 to form a rear surface of the display unit 10.
[0029] The display panel 11 includes a liquid crystal
display panel that is formed by sealing liquid crystal be-
tween a pair of glass substrates formed in a rectangular
plate shape.
[0030] The backlight 12 includes a light guide plate 12a
that is formed in a rectangular plate shape and that is
spaced apart from the rear side of the display panel 11,
a light source 12c that is disposed at the lower end of the
light guide plate 12a and that is configured to generate
light, and a white reflective sheet 12b that is disposed on
the rear surface of the light guide plate 12a and that is
configured to reflect light.
[0031] The light source 12c includes a printed circuit
board that is horizontally elongated to correspond to the
lower end of the light guide plate 12a, and light emitting
diodes that are disposed at a first side and a second side
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in the printed circuit board and that are configured to gen-
erate light.
[0032] The optical sheets 13A and 13B are provided
with a diffuser sheet that is configured to receive and
diffuse light that is emitted from the light guide plate 12a
in a direction towards display panel 11. The optical sheets
13A and 13B further include a Dual Brightness Enhance-
ment Film (DBEF) sheet that corresponds to a high bright-
ness prism, and that is provided in front of the diffuser
sheet.
[0033] The frame case 15 is formed in a rectangular
ring shape, and supports the outer side of the display
panel 11 that is also formed in a rectangular plate shape.
[0034] The bottom chassis 14 includes an open front
surface that accommodates the backlight 12. The bottom
chassis 14 is formed of a metal material to provide
strength and to permit dissipation of heat generated by
the backlight 12.
[0035] One or more printed circuit boards that are con-
figured to control the operation of the display apparatus
are disposed on the rear surface of the bottom chassis
14. The one or more printed circuit boards include a pow-
er source substrate that is configured to supply power to
the display unit 10, a panel drive substrate that is config-
ured to drive the display panel 11, a timing control sub-
strate that is configured to transmit an image signal to
the display panel 11, and a signal processing board that
is configured to process signals (e.g., an image signal,
a sound signal, and/or the like).
[0036] The rear case 16 is configured to cover the rear
side of the bottom chassis 14 and thereby cover the one
or more printed circuit boards that are disposed in the
rear surface of the bottom chassis 14. The rear case 16
includes a receiving portion 16a that is recessed at the
center of the rear side of the rear case 16 and that is
configured to accommodate a fixing plate 23 of the stand
20, and a fixing plate cover 16b that is configured to cover
the receiving portion 16a and thereby conceal the fixing
plate 23.
[0037] The stand 20 includes a leg portion 21 that is
configured to support the display unit 10 on a surface, a
neck portion 22 that is connected at a lower end to a
center of the leg portion 21 and that extends vertically, a
fixing plate 23 that is provided at an upper end of the
neck portion 22 and that permits connection to display
unit 10, and neck covers 24F and 24R that are configured
to cover and conceal the neck portion 22.
[0038] The leg portion 21 extends obliquely in a hori-
zontal direction and a frontward direction to form a sub-
stantially V shape.
[0039] The lower end of the neck portion 22 is coupled
to the center of the leg portion 21. The neck portion 22
may be provided with grooves for receiving electric wires
or grooves for reducing the weight of the stand 20.
[0040] The fixing plate 23 is formed in a rectangular
plate shape and is integrally formed at the upper end of
the neck portion 22.
[0041] According to an example embodiment, the leg

portion 21, the neck portion 22, and the fixing plate 23 of
the stand 20 are configured to directly support a weight
of the display unit 10. As such, the leg portion 21, the
neck portion 22, and the fixing plate 23 are respectively
formed of a metal material to provide strength to support
the display unit 10.
[0042] The neck covers 24F and 24R include a pair of
neck covers 24F and 24R that are each formed of a light-
weight resin material, and that are coupled to each other
to conceal the neck portion 22. The neck covers 24F and
24F improve the design of the neck portion 22 by covering
and concealing the grooves and/or wires provided in the
neck portion 22.
[0043] As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, a fixing bracket 17
that is configured to fix to the stand 20 is provided on the
rear surface of the bottom chassis 14 to permit the display
unit 10 to be fixed to the stand 20.
[0044] The fixing bracket 17 is formed of a metal ma-
terial that is capable of supporting the weight of the dis-
play unit 10. The fixing bracket 17 includes a stand fixing
portion 171 that is fixed to the stand 20, and a bottom
fixing portion 172 that is fixed to the bottom chassis 14.
An insulating member 30 is connected to the bottom fixing
portion 172, and thus the fixing bracket 17 is fixed to the
bottom chassis 14 in a state in which the fixing bracket
17 is connected to the insulating member 30. According
to an example embodiment, the fixing bracket 17 is fixed
to a central portion of the rear surface of the bottom chas-
sis 14, and the fixing plate 23 of the stand 20 is fixed to
the fixing bracket 17 to permit the stand 20 to support
the weight of the display unit 10 through the central por-
tion of the bottom chassis 14.
[0045] According to an example embodiment, the
stand fixing portion 171 protrudes in a rearward direction,
and the front surface of the stand fixing portion 171 is
spaced apart from the rear surface of the bottom chassis
14 to permit a coupling member, such as a bolt, a nut,
and/or the like, to be disposed in a space between the
stand fixing portion 171 and the rear surface of the bottom
chassis 14.
[0046] The fixing plate 23 of the stand 20 is fixed to the
stand fixing portion 171 via a coupling member. The fixing
plate 23 and the stand fixing portion 171 are fixed to each
other while the receiving portion 16a of the rear case 16
is interposed.
[0047] As shown in FIG. 7, the bottom fixing portion
172 is fixed to the bottom chassis 14 via a bolt B. The
bottom fixing portion 172 is provided with a bracket
through hole 172a that is configured to receive the bolt
B. For example, the bracket through hole 172a permits
penetration, through bracket through hole 172a, of a fas-
tening portion B2 of the bolt B having male threads, while
being configured to prevent penetration, through bracket
through hole 172a, of a head portion B1 of the bolt B. A
diameter of the bracket through hole 172a is formed to
be larger than an outer diameter of the fastening portion
B2 of the bolt B such that the inner surface of the bracket
through hole 172a is maintained to be spaced apart from
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the fastening portion B2 of the bolt B.
[0048] Therefore, the head portion B1 of the bolt B is
supported by the bracket through hole 172a in a vicinity
of a rear through hole 31a of the rear cover portion 31,
and the fastening portion B2 of the bolt B passes through
the bracket through hole 172a in a state of being spaced
apart from the inner circumferential surface of the bracket
through hole 172a.
[0049] The bottom chassis 14 is provided with a fas-
tening hole 14a that is provided at a position correspond-
ing to the bracket through hole 172a, and that is provided
with female threads formed on the inner surface of the
fastening hole 14a.
[0050] According to an example embodiment, two bot-
tom fixing portions 172 are vertically extended so that
two bracket fixing holes 172a are vertically spaced from
each other in the two bottom fixing portions 172. A total
of four fastening holes 14a are provided in the bottom
chassis 14 to correspond to the bracket through holes
172a provided in the bottom fixing portion 172.
[0051] As mentioned above, because the bottom chas-
sis 14 is formed of a metal material, and the printed circuit
boards are provided on the rear surface of the bottom
chassis 14, electromagnetic noise is generated in the
bottom chassis 14.
[0052] In addition, because the fixing bracket 17, the
fixing plate 23, the neck portion 22, and the leg portion
21 of the stand 20 are all made of a metal material, elec-
tromagnetic noise that is generated in the bottom chassis
14 may be transmitted to the stand 20.
[0053] Therefore, the insulating member 30 is dis-
posed between the bottom chassis 14 and the fixing
bracket 17 such that the bottom chassis 14 and the fixing
bracket 17 are electrically separated from each other.
[0054] The insulating member 30 is formed of an insu-
lating material such as a rubber, a resin, and/or the like.
The insulating member 30 is formed to have a substan-
tially U-shaped cross-section to simultaneously cover the
front and rear surfaces of the bottom fixing portion 172.
As such, the bottom fixing portions 172 may be inserted
into the inside of the insulating member 30. Because two
bottom fixing portions 172 are provided, two insulating
members 30 are provided and then fitted on correspond-
ing bottom fixing portions 172.
[0055] As shown in FIG. 6, the insulating member 30
includes a front cover portion 32 that is configured to
cover the front surface of the bottom fixing portion 172,
and to insulate the front surface of the bottom fixing por-
tion 172 from the rear surface of the bottom chassis 14.
Further, the insulating member 30 includes a rear cover
portion 31 that is configured to cover the rear surface of
the bottom fixing portion 172, and to insulate the head
portion B1 of the bolt B from the rear surface of the bottom
fixing portion 172. Still further, the insulating member 30
includes a connecting portion 33 that is configured to
connect the front cover portion 32 to the rear cover portion
31.
[0056] As shown in FIG. 7, the insulating member 30

includes a front through hole 32a that is provided in the
front cover portion 32 to correspond to the fastening hole
14a, and a rear through hole 31a that is provided in the
rear cover portion 31 to correspond to the bracket through
hole 172a.
[0057] As shown in FIG. 8, the insulating member 30
includes a hole cover portion 34 to prevent the fastening
portion B2 of the bolt B from contacting the inner surface
of the bracket through hole 172a. According to an exam-
ple embodiment, the hole cover portion 34 integrally ex-
tends forward from the vicinity of the rear through hole
31a of the rear cover portion 31 to cover the inner surface
of the bracket through hole 172a. For example, the hole
cover portion 34 may be disposed inside of the bracket
through hole 172a.
[0058] Therefore, because the front cover portion 32
is disposed between the bottom chassis 14 and the fixing
bracket 17, the bottom chassis 14 and the fixing bracket
17 are electrically separated from each other. In addition,
because the rear cover portion 31 is disposed between
the head portion B1 of the bolt B that is fastened to the
bottom chassis 14 and the fixing bracket 17, and because
the hole cover portion 34 is disposed between the fas-
tening portion B2 of the bolt B and the fixing bracket 17,
the bolt B and the fixing bracket 17 are electrically sep-
arated from each other.
[0059] Therefore, the bottom chassis 14 and the fixing
bracket 17 are electrically separated from each other via
the insulating member 30 such that the generated elec-
tromagnetic noise is not transmitted to the stand 20 de-
spite the fixing plate 23 of the stand 20 being fixed to the
fixing bracket 17.
[0060] According to an example embodiment, the hole
cover portion 34 is formed on the rear cover portion 31.
According to another example embodiment, and as
shown in FIG. 8, the hole cover portion 34 may be formed
on the rear cover portion 31 and on the front cover portion
32.
[0061] That is, the hole cover portion 34 is integrally
extended from the vicinity of the front through hole 32a
of the front cover portion 32 to the rear side of the insu-
lating member 30, such that the fastening portion B2 of
the bolt B may be more reliably separated from the inner
surface of the bracket through hole 172a than as com-
pared to a situation where the hole cover portion 34 does
not extend from the vicinity of the front through hole 32a.
Alternatively, the hole cover portion 34 may extend inte-
grally from the front cover portion 32 and might not extend
from the rear cover portion 31. In addition, the hole cover
portion 34 may be formed separately from the insulating
member 30, and may be capable of being fitted around
the fastening portion of the bolt B.
[0062] According to an example embodiment, the in-
sulating member 30 is formed to have a substantially U-
shaped cross section, and is formed to be fitted to the
bottom fixing portion 172. Alternatively, the front cover
portion 32 and the rear cover portion 31 of the insulating
member may be formed by separate insulating members
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30. In this case, the front cover portion 32 and the rear
cover portion 31 may be adhered to the front and rear
surfaces of the bottom fixing portion 172 via a double-
sided tape, or the like
[0063] According to an example embodiment, the
stand 20 is installed on the fixing bracket 17 that is fixed
to the center of the rear surface of the bottom chassis
14. Alternatively, and as shown in FIG. 9, a fixing bracket
17’ is installed in the center of the lower portion of a bot-
tom chassis 14 inside of the display unit 10, and a stand
20’ is fixed to the fixing bracket 17’ via a coupling member
(e.g., bolt B) to permit the stand 20’ to support the display
unit 10 through the center of the lower portion of the bot-
tom chassis.
[0064] According to an example embodiment, the
stand 20 includes the neck covers 24F and 24R that cover
the neck portion 22 and conceal the grooves formed in
the neck portion 22. Alternatively, other example embod-
iments might not include the neck covers 24F and 24R.
[0065] As is apparent from the above description, the
bottom fixing portion 172 of the fixing bracket 17 to which
the stand 20 is fixed is electrically separated from the
bottom chassis 14 by the insulating member 30, and thus
electromagnetic noise that is generated in the bottom
chassis 14 is prevented from being transmitted to the
stand 20.
[0066] Although example embodiments of the present
disclosure have been shown in the figures and described
herein, it should be appreciated by those skilled in the
art that changes may be made to the example embodi-
ments without departing from the principles and spirit of
the present disclosure, the scope of which is defined in
the claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A display apparatus comprising:

a display portion; and
a stand that is formed of a first metal material
and that is configured to support the display por-
tion,
wherein the display portion comprises a bottom
chassis that is formed of a metal material, a fixing
bracket that is fixed to the bottom chassis via a
bolt and that is configured to permit the stand to
be fixed to the fixing bracket, and an insulating
member that is configured to electrically sepa-
rate the bottom chassis from the fixing bracket,
wherein the fixing bracket comprises a stand fix-
ing portion that is fixed to the stand, a bottom
fixing portion that is fixed to the bottom chassis
via the bolt, and a bracket through hole that is
provided in the bottom fixing portion and re-
ceives fastening portion of the bolt, and
wherein the insulating member comprises a rear
cover portion that is configured to cover a rear

surface of the bottom fixing portion, a front cover
portion that is configured to cover a front surface
of the bottom fixing portion, a rear through hole
that is provided in the rear cover portion to cor-
respond to the bracket through hole, a front
through hole that is provided in the front cover
portion to correspond to the bracket through
hole, and a hole cover portion that is disposed
inside of the bracket through hole.

2. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the hole
cover portion extends from the rear cover portion to
an inside of the bracket through hole.

3. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the hole
cover portion extends from the front cover portion to
an inside of the bracket through hole.

4. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein a head
portion of the bolt is supported by the bracket through
hole in a vicinity of the rear through hole of the rear
cover portion, and the fastening portion of the bolt
including male threads is spaced apart from an inner
surface of the bracket through hole, and
wherein the bottom chassis comprises a fastening
hole provided with female threads to permit the male
threads of the fastening portion to be coupled to the
fastening hole.

5. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the insu-
lating member further comprises a connecting por-
tion that is configured to connect the front cover por-
tion to the rear cover portion.

6. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the stand
fixing portion comprises the bottom fixing portion that
is disposed at a first end of the stand fixing portion,
and another bottom fixing portion that is disposed at
a second end of the stand fixing portion, and
wherein the insulating member is fixed to the bottom
fixing portion, and another insulating member is fixed
to the other bottom fixing portion.

7. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the stand
fixing portion protrudes from a rear side of the fixing
bracket and is spaced apart from a rear surface of
the bottom chassis.

8. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the stand
comprises a leg portion that is configured to support
the display apparatus on a surface, a neck portion
that extends from a center of the leg portion to a
fixing plate, and the fixing plate that is provided in an
upper end of the neck portion and is configured to
be fixed to the stand fixing portion, and
wherein the leg portion, the neck portion, and the
fixing plate are formed of the second metal material.
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9. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the stand
comprises a neck cover that is formed of a resin ma-
terial and that is configured to cover the neck portion.

10. The display apparatus of claim 1, wherein the rear
cover portion of the insulating member is separate
from the front cover portion of the insulating member.
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